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Liontrust SF managed funds

This means the team and process have a long track record in sustainable
investment and can draw on extensive knowledge and insights.

Instead, every team member is responsible for all aspects of financial
and ESG analysis relating to an investment decision.

Peter Michaelis has been involved in all the funds since their launch and lead manager on
SF Managed since 2005. Simon Clements has been co-manager of SF Cautious Managed
and SF Defensive Managed since launch in 2014 and joined Peter on the SF Managed
and SF Managed Growth funds in 2013*. He is now lead manager on SF Managed
Growth and SF Global Growth, with Michaelis and Chris Foster as co-managers.

What is also distinct about the Liontrust approach is the fact that all
the elements of sustainable investment are integrated within a single
team. The team does not have separate fund management and
environmental, social and governance (ESG) divisions, for example.

Each analyst and portfolio manager has responsibility for
particular sectors and themes. The fund managers have additional
responsibility for the construction and oversight of portfolios with
respect to each mandate.

Liontrust SF managed funds

On the equity side, the funds include a global ex-UK portfolio (largely mirroring the SF
Global Growth Fund) and a UK portfolio (based on the SF UK Growth Fund). Bond
exposure is largely through the SF Corporate Bond and GF SF European Corporate Bond
funds, headed up by Stuart Steven, although the portfolios will also include some direct
corporate bond holdings as well as gilts and cash. Peter and Simon adjust the asset
allocation of the funds based on the objectives and market opportunities and performance
comes from strategic and tactical asset allocation as well as stock selection.

and 50% to equities, while the rest of the portfolio is invested in
bonds and cash. SF Global Growth targets the highest level of risk
with up to 100% of the portfolio invested in equities. The table shows
the risk profile for each fund, the proportion of each portfolio that can
be invested in equities and the funds’ ratings from Morningstar and
Rayner Spencer Mills.

These are the objectives of each of the funds:

Liontrust offers a range of five Sustainable Future (SF) managed funds, investing in a blend
of equities, bonds and cash, and they are all risk profiled by Distribution Technology’s
Dynamic Planner.

Why the Liontrust Sustainable Investment team?
The Liontrust Sustainable Investment team manages a broad range of 14 funds across
equities, bonds and managed. This wide choice is designed to enable investors to
choose the funds that match their own requirements in terms of risk appetite and investment
objective, whether they are looking specifically for funds that take a sustainable approach
or those that can add value to mainstream portfolios.
We believe there is a compelling case for all investors to take a sustainable approach and not
only those who want their investments to “do good” and benefit society. The team manages:
• Five single strategy equity funds to provide geographical exposure for those investors
who want to construct their own portfolios.
• Three bond funds for those investors looking for a high level of income or exposure to
corporate bonds.

*From 10.02.20, SF Absolute Growth
changed its name to SF Managed Growth

• Five funds risk profiled by Distribution Technology’s Dynamic Planner, Defaqto and
Synaptic. Four of these are multi-asset funds investing in a mix of equities, bonds and
cash. These funds provide a one-stop shop for those investors looking to outsource
the asset allocation of their sustainable investments. Like our single strategy range, the
managed funds have strong track records compared to mainstream managed portfolios.
The 17-strong team, which is headed by Peter Michaelis, has been managing funds using
their SF investment process since 2001 and has close to 200 years of combined experience.

The five Liontrust SF managed funds have a range of exposures to
asset classes that are determined by the level of risk they take as
measured by volatility. SF Defensive Managed is targeting the lowest
level of volatility and therefore risk with exposure of between 20%

SF Defensive Managed: aims to deliver capital growth over the long
term (5 years or more) through investing in a combination of global
equities, bonds and cash
SF Cautious Managed: aims to deliver capital growth over the long
term (5 years or more) through investing in a combination of global
equities, bonds and cash

Defaqto Risk
Rating

SF Managed: aims to deliver income and capital growth over the
long term (5 years or more) through investing in a combination of
global equities, bonds and cash
SF Managed Growth: aims to deliver capital growth over the long
term (5 years or more) through investing in a combination of global
equities, bonds and cash
SF Global Growth: aims to deliver capital growth over the long term
(5 years or more) through investing in equities globally

Synaptic Risk
Equity
Rating
allocation (%)

IA Sector

SF Defensive
Managed

4

3

5

20 - 50

IA Mixed Investments
(20-60% shares)

SF Cautious
Managed

5

4

6

40 - 60

IA Mixed Investments
(40-85% shares)

SF Managed

6

6

8

60 - 85

IA Mixed Investments
(40-85% shares)

SF Managed
Growth

7

7

9

60 - 100

IA Flexible Investments

SF Global
Growth

8

9

10

90 - 100

IA Global

Ratings

How the Liontrust SF managed funds are differentiated

Performance of the SF managed funds

• Growing demand: The growing demand for sustainable investment
is being driven by the fact that the economy of the future will be
cleaner, safer and healthier and is coming from an increasing
number of people who care about how they make their money as
well as how much money they make.

Three out of the five SF Managed funds are top quartile in their
respective sectors over five years to the end of September 2022.

• One-stop solution: For clients looking for an outsourced solution
with a sustainable approach, we offer a range of five managed
funds investing across equities, bonds and cash.
• Risk profiled: All five funds are risk rated by Distribution Technology’s
Dynamic Planner, Defaqto and Synaptic.
• Strong performance against mainstream funds: The funds have long
and successful track records against mainstream competitors. The SF
Managed Fund, for example, is in the first quartile of the IA Mixed
Investments (40-85%) sector over three, five and 10 years to the end
of September 2022*. SF Managed, SF Managed Growth and
SF Global Growth now have 20-year track records, hitting this
anniversary in February 2021.
• External ratings: Both SF Managed and SF Global
Growth are Elite rated by FundCalibre.
• Experienced team: The 17-strong Sustainable
Investment team has close to 200 years of
combined experience and has managed
sustainable funds since 2001.
• Integrating ESG: Central to our approach is the
fact all the elements of sustainable investment
are integrated within a single team. We do
not have separate fund management and
ESG divisions; instead, every team member is
responsible for all aspects of financial and ESG
relating to an investment decision.
• Comprehensive range: SF Global Growth is a
pure equity product (with scope to hold up to 10%
in cash).Of the other funds, SF Managed Growth
typically has the highest equity exposure, ranging
from 60-100%, with the balance invested in bonds
and cash. SF Managed has an equity range of 60-85%,
SF Cautious Managed has 40-60% and SF Defensive
Managed has 20-50%.

• Robust investment process: The investment process applied to all
the SF managed funds is based on the belief that in a fast-changing
world, the companies that will thrive are those which improve
people’s quality of life, make usage of increasingly scarce resources
more efficient and help build a more stable, resilient and prosperous
economy. The team uses a thematic approach to identify the key
structural growth trends that will shape the global economy of
the future. They then seek to invest in well run companies whose
products and operations capitalise on these transformative changes.

Quartile ranking

The SF Managed, SF Managed Growth and SF Global Growth funds
are also in the top quartile over 10 years.

1yr

3yr

5yr

10yr

SF Defensive Managed

4

3

2

—

SF Cautious Managed

4

4

2

—

SF Managed

4

1

1

1

SF Managed Growth

4

1

1

1

SF Global Growth

4

2

1

1

Source: *FE Analytics, as at 30.09.22, total return (net of fees, income/interest reinvested), primary share class, in GBP. Quartile performance rankings as at 30.09.22, generated on 07.10.22.

Discrete performance
To previous quarter 12 months ending (%)

Sep-22

Sep-21

Sep-20

Sep-19

Sep-18

Liontrust Sustainable Future Defensive Managed 2 Inc

-19.9

11.7

7.5

8.0

6.2

IA Mixed Investment 20-60% Shares

-10.6

12.2

-1.2

4.0

2.6

Liontrust Sustainable Future Cautious Managed 2 Inc

-19.3

15.0

8.8

8.4

7.2

IA Mixed Investment 40-85% Shares

-10.2

16.6

-0.2

4.2

5.3

Liontrust Sustainable Future Managed 2 Inc

-20.9

20.3

15.7

9.9

12.5

IA Mixed Investment 40-85% Shares

-10.2

16.6

-0.2

4.2

5.3

Liontrust Sustainable Future Managed Growth 2 Acc

-18.5

22.7

27.0

9.5

16.3

IA Flexible Investment

-9.2

18.3

0.9

3.2

5.4

Liontrust Sustainable Future Global Growth 2 Acc

-18.9

23.6

26.3

11.1

17.1

MSCI World Index

-2.9

23.5

5.2

7.8

14.4

IA Global

-8.9

23.2

7.2

6.0

11.6

Past performance is not a guide to future performance, investments can result in total loss of capital. Please refer to the Key Risks section for
more information.
Source: Data as at 30.09.22. FE Analytics. Primary share class, total return (net of fees, interest/income reinvested). For each fund, the IA sector listed above is the comparator
benchmark, and SF Global Growth also has the MSCI World Index as a second comparator.

Meet the team
Peter Michaelis, Simon Clements and Stuart Steven are lead
managers of the 17-strong Liontrust Sustainable Investment team,
which has a total of close to 200 years of combined experience.
The team moved to Liontrust from Alliance Trust Investments (ATI) in
April 2017.
From 2005, Peter was Head of Sustainable and Responsible
Investment at Aviva Investors, which he joined in 2001. He was also
Head of Investments at ATI.
Simon Clements also transferred to Liontrust in 2017 having spent
five years at ATI. Prior to this, Simon spent 12 years at Aviva Investors

(previously Morley Fund Management) where, most recently, he was
Head of Global Equities.
Stuart Steven is lead manager of the bond funds in which the
SF managed funds invest. He also moved to Liontrust from ATI in
2017 and was previously investment director at Scottish Widows
Investment Partnership.
The team also consults an external Advisory Committee, which
comprises industry experts in Sustainability. The committee’s role is
to continually assess and challenge the team and offer guidance on
evolving issues within sustainability.

Name

Role

Academic background

Industry tenure
/ Team tenure

Peter Michaelis

Head of SF
Investment

• MA in Physics from Oxford University
• MSc in Energy & Environmental Engineering from Sussex University
• PhD in Environmental Economics from the University of Surrey

22 years
/ 21 years

Simon Clements

Investment Manager

• BSc in Economics from the University of Newcastle, Australia
• Graduate Diploma in Applied Finance & Investment from Securities Institute of Australia
• CFA Charterholder

26 years
/ 13 years

Mike Appleby

Investment Manager

• BSc (Hons) in Biological Sciences from the University of Edinburgh
• MSc in Environmental Management from Imperial College London

22 years
/ 18 years

Harriet Parker

Investment Manager

• BSc in Economics & Management from the University of Bristol

18 years
/ 18 years

Laurie Don

Investment Manager

• BSc (Hons) in Computer Science from Durham University
• CFA Charterholder

14 years
/ 7 years

Martyn Jones

Investment Manager

• MA in Management from The University of Glasgow
• MSt in Sustainability from the University of Cambridge
• CFA Charterholder

10 years
/ 8 years

Chris Foster

Investment Manager

• MA in Economics and Mathematics from the University of Edinburgh
• CFA Charterholder

9 years
/ 7 years

Mingming
Huang

Portfolio Assistant
Manager

• BSc Mathematics with Business Management from Queen Mary University of London

3 years
/ 3 years

Stuart Steven

Head of SF Fixed
Income

• BA in Accountancy from Stirling University
• MSc in Investment Analysis

28 years
/ 12 years

Kenny Watson

Investment Manager

• BA in Accounting and Economics from the University of Strathclyde
• Chartered Accountant

25 years
/ 8 years

Aitken Ross

Investment Manager

• BSc in Accountancy and Finance from Dundee University
• MA in International Financial Analysis from Newcastle University
• CFA Charterholder

12 years
/ 10 years

Jack Willis

Investment Manager

• BSc in Mathematics with Finance from the University of Leeds
• MSc in Finance and Investment from the University of Leeds
• CFA Charterholder

7 years
/ 5 years

Hannah Jones

Portfolio Assistant
Manager

• Studying for the IMC

7 years
/ 5 years

Sarah Nottle

Trainee Sustainable
Investment Associate

• BComm and a BA, majoring in Finance, Commercial Law, International Relations, and minoring in
Ancient History from the University of Sydney
• Holds the IMC certificate and is a CFA Level II candidate

<1 year /
3 months

Ed Phelps

Trainee Sustainable
Investment Associate

• BSc in Economics from the University of Nottingham
• CFA Level II candidate

<1 year /
3 months

Nancy
Kondelidou

Trainee Sustainable
Investment Associate

• LLB from Queen Mary University of London
• MSc in Law and Finance
• CFA Level II candidate and studying towards IMC qualification

<1 year /
3 months

Deepesh
Marwaha

Trainee Sustainable
Investment Associate

• BA in Economics and Human Resource Management from the University of Strathclyde
• Studying towards IMC qualification

<1 year /
3 months

Liontrust Advisory Committee
Ivana Gazibara is a futures and systems change expert,
currently working with the TransCap Initiative to build the
field of systemic impact investing.
Tim Jackson is Professor of Sustainable Development at
the University of Surrey and Director of the Centre for the
Understanding of Sustainable Prosperity (CUSP).

Peter Michaelis

Valborg Lie is Stewardship Manager at LGPS Central.
She has a wealth of experience working on responsible
investment (RI) issues having worked as Head of RI within
the Norwegian Ministry of Finance from 2005 to 2013.
Tony Greenham is Executive Director of South West
Mutual, which is seeking to establish a customer-owned
regional bank for SMEs and residents of Cornwall,
Devon, Somerset and Dorset.

Simon Clements

Stuart Steven

The Funds’ flexible asset allocation
The strategic asset allocation of each of the SF managed funds is
based on long-term risk/return profiles of equities, bonds and cash.
The fund managers seek to tactically adjust these exposures within
predefined ranges to enhance overall investment returns.

The tactical positioning is driven by analysis of leading economic
indicators and then an assessment of asset class valuations relative
to both their own history and to each other.

Asset allocation ranges (%)
Range

Equities

Equities sub-portfolios

Fixed income

Cash

Total

Global ex
UK equities

UK equities

Infrastructure
equities

Total

Corp Bonds

Gilts

SF Defensive Managed

20-50

10-25

10-25

0-10

10-60

0-40

10-50

0-20

SF Cautious Managed

40-60

20-30

20-30

0-10

20-50

0-30

5-40

0-20

SF Managed

60-85

30-60

20-45

-

10-40

0-25

0-30

0-10

60-100

-

-

-

0-20

0-10

0-10

0-20

SF Managed Growth
SF Global Growth

90-100

-

-

-

-

-

-

0-10

United Kingdom 42.4%
United States
38.5%
Japan
3.0%
Denmark
2.1%
Netherlands
2.0%
Ireland
2.0%
Germany
1.9%
Luxembourg
1.8%
Spain
1.5%
Sweden
1.0%
France
0.8%
Switzerland
0.8%
Italy
0.4%
Cash &
1.8%
Derivatives

100

5.5

5.6

5.1

5.8

6.3

5.8
10.9
16.0

SF Managed

16.6

80

24.7
22.5

31.9
United States
65.6%
United Kingdom
5.8%
Japan
5.5%
Netherlands
4.6%
Germany
3.7%
Denmark
3.2%
Sweden
2.0%
Luxembourg
1.9%
Switzerland
1.4%
Spain
1.2%
Cash &
5.1%
Derivatives

0.1

1.8

60

7.7

SF Managed
Growth

7.8

93.6

89.0

17.2

40

14.4

Current geographical split and asset allocation of the SF managed funds
United Kingdom 58.7%
United States
20.0%
Netherlands
2.7%
Spain
2.1%
Japan
2.1%
Ireland
1.8%
Luxembourg
1.7%
France
1.7%
Denmark
1.5%
Germany
0.9%
Italy
0.6%
Sweden
0.5%
Switzerland
0.3%
Cash &
5.5%
Derivatives

SF Defensive
Managed

53.2
United Kingdom 51.4%
United States
26.6%
Netherlands
3.1%
Japan
2.5%
Denmark
1.9%
Ireland
1.8%
Spain
1.7%
Luxembourg
1.5%
Germany
1.3%
France
0.9%
Switzerland
0.6%
Sweden
0.5%
Italy
0.5%
Cash &
5.6%
Derivatives

Source for pie charts: Liontrust, as at 30.09.22
Cash figures are different to those on the asset allocation bar chart opposite due to differences in the pricing source.

SF Cautious
Managed

United States
69.5%
United Kingdom
6.3%
Japan
5.6%
Netherlands
4.3%
Germany
4.1%
Denmark
3.5%
Sweden
1.9%
Luxembourg
1.8%
Switzerland
1.6%
Spain
1.3%
Cash &
0.1%
Derivatives

20

33.9
24.5

SF Global
Growth
0
SF Defensive
Managed

SF Cautious
Managed

SF Managed

SF Managed
Growth

SF Global
Growth

Global ex UK Equities

Corporate Bonds

UK Equities

Governments Bonds

Infrastructure

Cash

Source: FactSet as at 30.09.22

The process behind the performance

Thematic allocation for SF Managed Fund

Equities
The Liontrust Sustainable Investment team’s process starts with a
thematic approach in identifying the key structural growth themes
that will shape the global economy of the future and then invests
in well-run companies whose products and operations capitalise
on these transformative changes and, therefore, may benefit
financially. The team believes identifying these powerful themes
and investing in exposed companies can make for attractive and
sustainable investments.

Instead, every team member is responsible for all aspects of
financial and ESG relating to an investment decision.

This page shows the current thematic allocation of the SF Managed
Fund and is also indicative of the positioning of the SF Defensive
Managed and SF Cautious Managed Funds.

• Improving The Efficiency Of Energy Use
• Improving The Resource Efficiency Of Industrial
And Agricultural Processes

5.8%

Portfolio
Construction/
Diversification

• Delivering A Circular Materials Economy

3.1%

• Improving Management Of Water

2.5%

• Increasing Electricity From Renewable Sources

1.8%

• Making Transportation More Efficient Or Safer

1.4%

Identifying emerging and long-term themes is often referred to as
positive screening because of the team’s focus on what they want
to own rather than just what to avoid, and is one of the three main
approaches to managing ethical and sustainable funds.

Bonds
Macroeconomic analysis is used to determine the team’s top-down
view of the world and this helps shape all aspects of portfolio
construction and appetite for risk. After this, the managers aim to
focus on high-quality issuers and believe this can reduce bondspecific risk. Their assessment of quality is a distinctive part of the
process, in which they combine traditional credit analysis with a
detailed sustainability assessment based on the proprietary model.

The second approach is engagement, also known as active
ownership. In this case, fund managers engage with the companies
they hold so they can influence management into changing
their strategy or operational management. The third approach is
avoiding certain industries because of the negative effects of their
products, such as tobacco companies and producers of weapons.
The Liontrust Sustainable Investment team combines all three
approaches in the investment process. Central to the approach
is the fact all these elements are integrated within a single team.
They do not have separate fund management and ESG divisions.

Companies identified by the process exhibit four characteristics:
exposure to one or more of our investment themes; excellent
management and core products or services that are making a
positive contribution to society; a business model that enables
them to grow profitably from these trends and generate competitive
returns and an attractive valuation.

7.0%

Cash

2.0%

10.6%

Better resource
efficiency

Greater safety
and resilience

35.8%

The managers assess individual bonds for whether they believe they
offer attractive long-term returns and for absolute and relative valuations.
The managers seek the best value bonds issued by the high-quality
issuers identified, looking at bonds issued across the capital
structure, along the maturity curve, or issued into the primary credit
markets (UK, US and Europe).

• Increasing Financial Resilience

25.3%
Improved health

29.9%

12.9%

• Enabling Innovation In Healthcare

9.9%

• Enhancing Digital Security

8.1%

• Building Better Cities

5.4%

• Saving For The Future

5.4%

• Connecting People

5.0%

• Insuring A Sustainable Economy

3.7%

• Providing Affordable Healthcare

3.8%

• Leading ESG Management

3.5%

• Providing Education

3.0%

• Better Monitoring Of Supply Chains And Quality Control

2.3%

• Encouraging Sustainable Leisure

1.2%

• Enabling Healthier Lifestyles

1.2%

• Delivering Healthier Foods

0.4%

Source: Liontrust, as at 30.09.22

Sustainable trends and themes

Better resource efficiency

The Liontrust Sustainable Investment team invests in three transformative
trends and 20 themes within these trends. The three trends are:

scarce resources, driving improvements in areas as diverse as
energy, industrial processes and transport.

Better resource efficiency: This focuses on companies helping the
world make better use of

Improved health: The team is seeking to invest in companies helping
to extend life expectancy and enable people to be fit and healthy
enough to reap the benefits of an improving world.
Greater safety and resilience: The underlying themes include
transport safety, with a focus on the rapid developments in
such areas as Automatic Emergency Braking (AEB).

Improving the efficiency of energy use
We see many ways of making energy cheaper by reducing waste,
as well as emissions, through more efficient usage. This cuts across
many areas of the economy and includes building insulation, efficient
lighting, energy efficient climate control, travel and industrial processes.
Improving the management of water
Water is essential for life. Companies that can manage waste water
treatment, or produce products or services that improve the efficiency
of water distribution, are vital and in demand. We like companies
that improve sanitation and give affordable access to clean water.
Increasing electricity generation from renewable sources
Substituting carbon-intensive fossil fuel electricity generation
(especially coal) with renewable power sources reduces carbon
emissions as well as providing a cost-effective means to connect
people to cleaner power sources.
Improving the resource efficiency of industrial and agricultural processes
We like companies providing products or services that help to make
industrial processes more resource efficient, as well as safer for workers
and users. We see investment opportunities in software and systems
that help implement life-cycle design (including disposal of products)
and manage supply chains, as they modernise and improve industry.
We are looking for companies driving real improvements in
energy and material use.

Delivering a circular materials economy
With finite resources on earth, recycling remains a huge part of the
shift to a more sustainable world. But to make better use of materials,
we need to consider the whole life cycle rather than just the ‘waste’
stage, moving beyond the current take-make-waste model towards
a more circular economy. This is based on three core principles –
designing out waste and pollution, keeping products and materials in
use, and regenerating natural systems – and we believe companies
built on these lines should benefit from this trend.
Making transport more efficient and safer
Urban transport systems are improved by reducing congestion as
well as emissions (which make local air quality toxic), as the mode
shifts from self-driven cars to trains, tubes and buses. We are also
interested in active transport such as bicycles as a healthier way
to travel short distances. We have identified companies whose
products improve safety of travel and reduce accidents. Much of
our early work focused on autos but we should not assume cars will
remain dominant, particularly with safe, efficient mass transport key
to reducing emissions. Whatever the mode of travel, we concentrate
on the specialist companies making the kit to improve safety, from
active safety systems to more efficient braking.

Improved health
Enabling innovation within healthcare
We focus on companies either coming up with new, more effective
ways to treat diseases or providing essential equipment, services or
software to help to make treatments more effective.
Delivering healthier foods
Consumers are demanding healthier foods and we have identified
companies that provide reformulation services to change recipes to
make them healthier (less fat, sugars and salts) while
maintaining the taste.
Building better cities
Shelter is a basic human requirement and
companies that build quality affordable homes are
helping to provide this. We like well designed and
built homes that are energy efficient and safe.
Providing education
Education brings important benefits,
including longer life expectancy, increased
job opportunities and helping to stimulate
economic growth, as well as leading to overall
higher satisfaction in life. Companies providing
education services offer vital knowledge and skills,
which help to improve people’s lives.
Providing affordable healthcare globally
Currently, the costs of healthcare are very high and
we need more effective ways of delivering better
patient outcomes. Companies that help to deliver
affordable, positive outcomes in managing
diseases help to achieve this goal.

Enabling healthier lifestyles
Companies that promote healthier lifestyles, principally through
increasing activity, taking exercise and sport, help to improve
health. These include positive leisure activities such as gym
operators and companies providing sports clothing and equipment.
Connecting people
We believe access to easy communication tools and information,
increasing amounts of which are online, is a positive requisite of a
more sustainable economy.
Encouraging sustainable leisure
For most people in the twenty-first century,
we are lucky enough to be living in an era
where there is a natural progression
to spend more time on leisure and
these activities are increasingly
seen as both a fundamental
human need and a key part
of mental health. Activities
as diverse as going to a
concert, to the cinema,
having dinner at a restaurant
or playing a video game all
have clear externalities but the
social experience is positive
and we are looking to invest
in companies involved in
this growing part of a more
sustainable future.

Greater safety and resilience
Increasing financial resilience
We believe a resilient financial services sector is necessary for
economic well-being through utility-like provision of banking and
lending.
Saving for the future
As people live longer and governments and corporations retreat from
providing long-term cover and pensions, individuals will need to take
control of their own affairs. Savings rates will have to increase and
companies providing suitable products will see strong growth.
Insuring a sustainable economy
This recognises that insurance, when done well, allows risk to be
spread across a community. This lessens the impact of any single
event, providing greater peace of mind and encouraging greater risk
taking and innovation.
Leading ESG management
How a business is managed operationally, particularly in how
it deals with the ESG challenges, can provide a competitive
advantage over peers.

Enhancing digital security
As more of our lives and critical services are carried out online, we
need to trust these systems and protect the data from theft. Digital
security helps to make this growing area of the economy secure.
Better monitoring of supply chains and quality control
Companies cannot outsource responsibility for the environmental and
social impacts of their supply chains and we see an opportunity in
businesses improving their monitoring of these areas.

Who to contact for more information
Client Services: +44 (0)20 7412 1777
clientservices@liontrust.co.uk
liontrust.co.uk
Liontrust
@LiontrustViews
@LiontrustHeroes
/LiontrustHeroes

Platform availability
Class 2 and Class 6 shares of the SF Cautious Managed, SF
Defensive Managed, SF Managed, SF Managed Growth and SF
Global Growth Funds are available on the following platforms.
7IM
Aegon Arc 2
Aegon Retirement Choices
Aegon Institutional
AJ Bell
Allfunds
Ascentric
Aviva (Wrap)
Canada Life
Embark
Fidelity/Funds Network
FNZ
Fusion

Hargreaves Lansdown
James Hay
Novia UK
Novia Global
Nucleus
Old Mutual Wealth
Quilter International
Praemium
Pershing/Nexus
Standard Life (Elevate)
Standard Life Hub
Standard Life (Wrap)
Transact

Key risks

Disclaimer

Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The value of an
investment and the income generated from it can fall as well as rise and is not
guaranteed. You may get back less than you originally invested. The issue of
units/shares in Liontrust Funds may be subject to an initial charge, which will
have an impact on the realisable value of the investment, particularly in the
short term. Investments should always be considered as long term.

This document is issued by Liontrust Fund Partners LLP (2 Savoy Court, London
WC2R 0EZ), authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct
Authority (FRN 518165) to undertake regulated investment business. This
blog should not be construed as advice for investment in any product or
security mentioned, an offer to buy or sell units/shares of Funds mentioned,
or a solicitation to purchase securities in any company or investment product.
Examples of stocks are provided for general information only to demonstrate
our investment philosophy. It contains information and analysis that is believed
to be accurate at the time of publication, but is subject to change without
notice. Whilst care has been taken in compiling the content of this document,
no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Liontrust as to
its accuracy or completeness, including for external sources (which may have
been used) which have not been verified. It should not be copied, forwarded,
reproduced, divulged or otherwise distributed in any form whether by way
of fax, email, oral or otherwise, in whole or in part without the express and
prior written consent of Liontrust. Always research your own investments and
if you are not a professional investor please consult a regulated financial
adviser regarding the suitability of such an investment for you and your
personal circumstances. All use of company logos, images or trademarks in
this document are for reference purposes only. 2022.11 [19/808]

Some of the Funds managed by the Sustainable Future Equities team
involve foreign currencies and may be subject to fluctuations in value due to
movements in exchange rates. Investment in Funds managed by the Sustainable
Future Fixed Income team involves foreign currencies and may be subject to
fluctuations in value due to movements in exchange rates. The value of fixed
income securities will fall if the issuer is unable to repay its debt or has its credit
rating reduced. Generally, the higher the perceived credit risk of the issuer, the
higher the rate of interest. The Monthly Income Bond Fund has a Distribution
Yield which is higher than the Underlying Yield because the fund distributes
coupon income and the fund’s expenses are charged to capital. This has the
effect of increasing dividends while constraining the fund’s capital appreciation.
For the SF Corporate Bond Fund and SF GF European Corporate Bond Fund the
Distribution Yield and the Underlying Yield is the same.
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